Warm-Up

Today you will need just your pencil.

1. Grab a pencil or pen
2. Stow your belongings on a table
3. Pick-up a handout from the red bin
4. Take a seat!

WELCOME TO THE EARTH SCIENCE THEATRE

- Do you have a pencil/pen?
- Do you have a whiteboard?
  - You do not need a marker, just the board!
- Do you have today’s handout?
- You are all set to go!

Video Links

- Commercial:
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZsKvDNdJlNA&feature=player%20=emded
- The Great Global Warming Swindle:
  - Part 1
    - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xugWGYU_Av4
  - Part 2
    - www.youtube.com/watch?v=znAENoEiUA&feature=relaxed
- Rebuttal:
  - www.youtube.com/watch?v=IljGynF4qkE&feature=related

Activity

- Complete the Earth Science Theatre: The Great Global Warming Swindle